MMC

ENERGY PROPOSES A NEW"PWER"
GENERATING UNIT IN THE CITY OF CHULA VISTA
MMC is proposing to install an electrical generating unit called a
"peaker" on MMC-owned property in Chula Vista. This peaker will be
capable of producing approximately 98 megawatts (MW) of electricity
to serve the local area during periods when the electrical system needs
additional power. The proposed peaker is projected to be online to
serve San Diego Gas and Electric Company customers by summer of
2009 and will be located on the grounds of MMC's existing Chula Vista
Power Plant, which will be demolished to make room for this cleaner
and more efficient technology.

WHY ISTHE PROJECTNEEDED?
The demand for electrical power in the San Diego Region and Chula
Vista area is growing rapidly. In order to meet the peak demands of
San Diego Gas and Electric Company's (SDG&E's) customers during
hot summer days, SDG&E and the California Independent System
Operator, the independent organization that runs the electrical
transmission system, need small, clean, and efficient plants that can
come on line quickly during periods of high demand to prevent
power outages in the local distribution systems and provide additional
generation to support the much larger baseload power plants during
such times.
The proposed ChulaVista peaker will increase the power supply to
the local community and provide an important service called "voltage
support" to the local distribution network. Unlike large power plants,
which are typically constructed in remote locations and connected
to the statewide grid at very high voltages, this peaker unit will be
connected to the local distribution grid where it will supply electricity
to local homes and businesses. The peaker will also help keep local
distribution voltages and frequencies at normal levels during times of
system strain or imbalance. The peaker will operate primarily during
times of high demand, when high-voltage transmission lines go out of
service, or when another source of generation unexpectedly goes offline.

PROJECTDESCRIPTION
The proposed peaker unit will be fueled by natural gas and is capable
of generating approximately 98 MW of electricity (enough to provide
full service to approximately 60,000 homes) when the local electrical
system needs power or local voltage support. Unlike most larger
generators, the proposed peaker can be started and brought up to
full power on as little as 10 minutes' notice, in the went other power
sources become unavailable or in an emergency.

The peaker unit consists of a state-of-the-art General Electric (GE)
gas turbine generator coupled with state-of-the-art emission contmk.
These emission controls consist of a selective catalytic reduction (SCR)
system and an oxidation catalyst, which will reduce emissions to levels
that meet or are better than all applicable air quality standards. The
SCR system uses ammonia injection to minimize emissions of nitrogen
oxides (NOx), which is a component of smog. To help protect health
and safety, the unit will use only aqueous ammonia (ammonia diluted
in water) at a concentration of 1g0/0 ammonia. For comparison,
common household ammonia used for cleaning and other household
purposes is approximately 5-10% ammonia.
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The GE gas turbine generator package will be enclosed in a structure
approximately 45 feet long x 35 feet wide x 35 feet tall. The SCRr
Oxidation catalyst will also be enclosed in a structure; one that is 52
feet long x 18 feet wide x 31 feet tall that is attached to the turbine
generator enclosure. A 70-foot-tall exhaust stack will be located at one
end of the SCfUOxidation Catalyst.

Hearing in the local newspapers and through the community school
system.
MMC looks forward to working with you as we move forward on this
important project to improve your local electric system. Please contact
the MMC representative listed on the last page with any questions you
may have.

PROJECTAPPROVAL PROCESS

QUESTIONSAND ANSWERS
The California Energy Commission (CEC) will be the lead agency for
environmental review and approval of this project under the WarrenAlquist Act (equivalent to the California Environmental Quality Act for
power plant approvals) and California's air quality laws. The project
will comply with all applicable federal, state, and local public safety
and environmental rules and regulations. The San Diego Air Pollution
Control District will issue a permit document, the Determination of
Compliance, for the project, through the CEC certification.
In consideration of the CEC's one-year-long environmental review and
approval process, MMC plans to proceed according to the following
schedule:
Winter and Spring 2008 - CEC-sponsored workshops to provide
technical information about the project. CEC Staff prepare their
independent analysis
Summer and Fall 2008 - Public hearings to discuss technical issues Commissioners prepare written Decision
Winter 2008 through Summer 2009 - Project construction; Peaker
available for operation
PUBLIC OUTREACH AND COMMUNICATIONS
As part of its planning process, MMC will continue talking to the

local residents, businesses, and city officials to identify and answer
questions people may have about the scope and benefits of the project,
construction activities or other items that might be of interest.
The CEC Public Advisor's Office is dedicated solely to assisting the
public with finding information about a particular power plant siting
case and learning how they can become involved. The Public Advisor
contacts local city officials, other stakeholders, and property owners
near the proposed site to solicit their input and participation. The
Public Advisor also advertises the CEC's Sitevisit and Informational

2. When will the wit operate?
I.The peaker unit will typically run during hot summer weekday
afternoom when the local dectrbl system requires support due
to very high load conditions. Similar peakers in this region have
historically operated less than 6 percent af the time (500 or fewer
lours per year).

Q. WherewillthepowergemratedbytfiispgdwrbewedP
i. The power will go into the local distribution system, thereby

trengtheningthe power grid within the city and adjacent
~mmunities.

Q. How will this peaker unit strengthen the power grid?

A. This unit will increase the generation supply for local cammunit
and ovide an important service calld "voltage support" to the

y

loca distribution n&wk.

The p e a k will supply electricity to

keep the Imldistribution voltages and frequencies at normal I
during rimes of sptwn strain or imbalance, such as during per
p b n g e d high demand, or when a high-voltage transmission
generating station unexpectedly goes off line!. It can also be s
wrv auicklv-with as little as ten minutes' notice--which wil
.r$cdl at tiines when additional energy is needed.

Q. How and why was this site hosen?

k The p m p ~ ~ erib
d is considered one of the best locations to
&engthen the San Diego am's local p e r grid. The location is
also very near to an existing electrical distribution substation, which
minimizes the need for new power line construction. MMC plans to
upgrade the existing peaking power plant with cleaner, more efficient
fiechnology and will make use of the existing electrical transmission
and natural gas lines.

